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General aptitude questions and answers pdf 2020

There are a range of different aptitude tests, each assessing a different skill or competency. LinkCtrl + LImageCtrl + GTableΩSpecial CharacterCtrl + Q Name Please sign in to post comments Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer: We have sent OTP to your registered Mobile number. Ask your manager what they think would be the best approach to use
based on their experience. Answers & Solutions Sample numerical reasoning test question Answer: 3) 50% Solution: Identify how much snow fell in Whistler in November and December (Nov = 20cm & Dec = 30cm) Calculate the difference between the two months: 30 - 20 = 10 Divide the difference by November (original figure) and multiply by 100:
10/20 x 100 = 50% Sample logical reasoning test question Answer: C Solution: Squares move from the top left to the middle, then to the bottom right corner with each turn. Say that you intend to create a presentation that mirrors the wider research paper that you wrote with similar section headers. The quantitative aptitude questions with answers
mentioned above covers various categories and extremely helpful for competitive exams. Upon learning that it has been accepted, your manager asks you to think about how you will present your findings in order to make the biggest impact. Since distance is same,$s_1×t_1=s_2×t_2\quad$($s_1=10$ kmph, $s_2=15$ kmph)$10(14-t)=15(12-t)\quad$
($2$ o'clock on $24$ hrs clock is $14,$ while $12$ is $12$)$140-10t=180-15t\quad$ ($t$ is the start time)$5t=40$$t=8$ hrs, means he had started journey at $8$ am$d=s_1(14-t)\\d=10(14-8)\\d=60\text{ km}$Time to reach destination $=13-8=5$ hrsSpeed $=\dfrac{d}{t}=\dfrac{60}{5}=12$ kmph1234...19Next1-10 of 188 comments (use Q&A for
new questions) ? These will help students who are preparing for any type of competitive examinations. Further practice If you want to try a full free practice test for any of the above test types, click on the links below: Numerical reasoning tests Logical reasoning tests Verbal reasoning tests Mechanical reasoning tests Situational judgement tests
Alternatively, if you’re looking for tips on how to do well in aptitude tests generally, check out our 15 tips to pass aptitude tests and 10 ways to prepare for an aptitude test. Sample situational judgement test question Passage : You recently submitted a paper to an upcoming professional conference that will be attended by many people from your
industry and from universities globally. Sample verbal reasoning test question Answer: Cannot tell Solution: From the passage, we know that people in this survey are less likely to have ‘mixed-use assets’ (an add-on to commercial investment). Triangle appears with every alternate turn. Say that you will spend a small amount of time introducing your
approach to the research but will mainly discuss your key findings and conclusions. So why not try out some free sample questions below? Therefore, the black square and unshaded square should both be in the middle, with no triangle. I like this page very much, because of aptitude questions. Option 4 is best, since the key findings are what you
believe will be of greatest interest to the audience, so it makes sense to focus on them. At what speed must he travel to reach point 'A' at $1$ PM: 5) An aeroplane travelling at $700$ kmph in level flight drops a bomb from a height of $1000$ metres on a target. It is easy to get tripped up on questions like these, so ensure you read the passage
carefully. Read the passage and select two answers, for how you would most likely and least likely respond. In this section, you can find numerous aptitude questions with answers and explanation. he will reach there at $12$ noon if he travels at $15$ kmph. The time taken from releasing the bomb to hitting the target is nearest to the figure: 6) In a
History examination, the average for the entire class was $80$ marks. Aptitude tests are frequently used by companies to improve the quality of their hiring. I.C Competitive Exams , Railway Competitive Exam, TNPSC, University Grants Commission (UGC), Career Aptitude Test (IT Companies) and etc., Government Exams etc. Sample logical
reasoning test question Which of the boxes comes next in the sequence? We don’t know if business owners tend to have residential property as part of their portfolio, so the answer is ‘cannot tell’. Quantities aptitude questions given here are extremely useful for all kind of competitive exams like Common Aptitude Test (CAT),MAT, GMAT, IBPS Exam,
CSAT, CLAT , Bank Competitive Exams, ICET, UPSC Competitive Exams, CLAT, SSC Competitive Exams, SNAP Test, KPSC, XAT, GRE, Defense Competitive Exams, L.I.C/ G. Our immediate reaction may therefore be to select false, but the passage is only telling us that people in the survey are less likely to have residential holdings that form part of
mixed-use assets. Sample mechanical reasoning test question How many revolutions per second is C turning? The time needed to build the wall is: 4) Shyam is travelling on his cycle and has calculated to reach point 'A' at $2$ PM If he travels at $10$ kmph. Why don't you put reasoning and verbal questions.why don't you put reasoning and verbal
ability questions. But practicing sample questions will get you familiar with the format and question styles, which will give you greater confidence when taking a real test. Unshaded squares appear in every third turn. Why don't you put reasoning and verbal questions.1) A water tank is hemispherical below and cylindrical at the top. How would you
respond? All the answers are explained in detail with very detailed answer descriptions. why don't you put reasoning and verbal ability questions. Sample situational judgement test question Answer: The most effective response is number 4, and the least effective is number 3. The most widely used aptitude tests are numerical reasoning, verbal
reasoning, logical reasoning, and situational judgement. Please enter below for verification.Enter valid OTPNot received OTP Mobile number Yet? What was the average marks of the remaining students of the class6) Suppose students $=100$$10×95=950\\20×90=1800$$950+1800+70x=80×100\\x=75$6) Suppose students
$=100$$10×95=950\\20×90=1800$$950+1800+70x=80×100\\x=75$4) $d= t×10$$d=(t-2)×15$$t=6$ hrs$d=60$ $60=5×s$speed $=12$ km/hr4) $d= t×10$$d=(t-2)×15$$t=6$ hrs$d=60$ $60=5×s$speed $=12$ km/hr3) Total man days $=2400$$60×10+55×10+50×10+45×10=2100$ man days$\dfrac{300}{40}=7.5$ daysTotal days
$=10+10+10+10+7.5=47.5$ days3) Total man days $=2400$$60×10+55×10+50×10+45×10=2100$ man days$\dfrac{300}{40}=7.5$ daysTotal days $=10+10+10+10+7.5=47.5$ days2) $\dfrac{4}{3}×\dfrac{22}{7}×r×r×r=\dfrac{4}{3}×\dfrac{22}{7}×(216+512+1000)$$r×r×r=1728$$r=12$ cm2) $\dfrac{4}{3}×\dfrac{22}{7}
×r×r×r=\dfrac{4}{3}×\dfrac{22}{7}×(216+512+1000)$$r×r×r=1728$$r=12$ cm1) Volume, V $=\dfrac{22}{7}×12×12\left(\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h\right)=3312×\dfrac{22}{7}$$12×12\left(\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h\right)=3312\\\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h=23\\8+h=23\\h=23-8=15\text{ m}$1) Volume, V
$=\dfrac{22}{7}×12×12\left(\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h\right)=3312×\dfrac{22}{7}$$12×12\left(\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h\right)=3312\\\dfrac{4}{3}×12×\dfrac{1}{2}+h=23\\8+h=23\\h=23-8=15\text{ m}$we will have to take up physics formulae for 5th one$s=ut+0.5at^2$here $s=1000$$u=0$ (initial speed)$a=g=9.8$
m/s2So time can be calculated as $14.14$ secwe will have to take up physics formulae for 5th one$s=ut+0.5at^2$here $s=1000$$u=0$ (initial speed)$a=g=9.8$ m/s2So time can be calculated as $14.14$ secAnswer for Q2:If three metallic spheres melted down and formed a new sphere, volume of all three sphere will be equivalent to the volume of
new sphere and final equation will be$(r_1)^3+(r_2)^3+(r_3)^3=R^3$here, $6^3+8^3+10^3=R^3\\\Rightarrow 216+512+1000=R^3\\\Rightarrow R=1728^{1/3}\\\Rightarrow R=12\text{ cm}$Hence, diameter of the new sphere will be $(2R)$i.e $24$ cm.Answer for Q2:If three metallic spheres melted down and formed a new sphere, volume of
all three sphere will be equivalent to the volume of new sphere and final equation will be$(r_1)^3+(r_2)^3+(r_3)^3=R^3$here, $6^3+8^3+10^3=R^3\\\Rightarrow 216+512+1000=R^3\\\Rightarrow R=1728^{1/3}\\\Rightarrow R=12\text{ cm}$Hence, diameter of the new sphere will be $(2R)$i.e $24$ cm.4. Since distance is
same,$s_1×t_1=s_2×t_2\quad$($s_1=10$ kmph, $s_2=15$ kmph)$10(14-t)=15(12-t)\quad$ ($2$ o'clock on $24$ hrs clock is $14,$ while $12$ is $12$)$140-10t=180-15t\quad$ ($t$ is the start time)$5t=40$$t=8$ hrs, means he had started journey at $8$ am$d=s_1(14-t)\\d=10(14-8)\\d=60\text{ km}$Time to reach destination $=13-8=5$ hrsSpeed
$=\dfrac{d}{t}=\dfrac{60}{5}=12$ kmph4. If the radius is $12$ m and capacity is $3312\pi$ cubic metre, the height of the cylindrical portion in metres is: 2) If three metallic spheres of radii $6$ cms, $8$ cms and $10$ cms are melted to from a single sphere, the diameter of the new sphere will be: 3) Sixty men can build a wall in $40$ days, but
though they begin the work together, $5$ men quit every ten days. You only have a short time slot for your presentation. If $10\%$ of the students scored $95$ marks and $20\%$ scored $90$ marks. Sample numerical reasoning test question What was the percentage increase in snowfall in Whistler from November to December? Say that you intend
to use a lot of graphics and images to try and draw out a handful of key messages. Don’t forget to review the answers and solutions at the end of the page, so you can see where you went wrong, and what you might need to focus on. What was the average marks of the remaining students of the class1) A water tank is hemispherical below and
cylindrical at the top. So to find the answer you need to divide 40 by 4. Resend Score: 0% Rank: Correct Answer: An aptitude test is an assessment that is used to measure a candidate’s cognitive ability or behaviour in workplace scenarios. Solution : The third option is the least effective, as you’re not showing any original thought by simply asking for
their advice. Sample verbal reasoning test question Statement: Business owners who have commercial premises often tend to have a residential property as part of their portfolio. You have attended the conference in the past and it is very well attended and highly regarded in the industry. The quantitative aptitude questions mentioned above also
contain aptitude questions asked for various placement exams and competitive exams. Typically, no prior knowledge is needed to complete an aptitude test. The paper is a summary of some very complex research you have been undertaking with some key findings that you believe people will find very interesting and useful. Sample mechanical
reasoning test question Answer: 10 Solution: If cog A with 5 teeth can do a full revolution a second, then cog C with 20 teeth will take 4 times as long to do a full revolution.
09.05.2022 · Comprehension-type passage-based questions - Static general knowledge and current affairs. Source material or content of passages ... Mathematics, Legal aptitude, Logical reasoning and General knowledge and current affairs. Question: What ... The CLAT cutoff in gc-ap for 2021 is 6386. In the gc-ap, the cutoff for 2020 is 7648. So, you
can ... 01.12.2021 · 2011 National Common Entrance Examination (Past Questions and Answers) Paper 1 has two parts: Part A: Mathematics and General Science Part B: Quantitative and Vocational Aptitude Download Questions To Paper 1 ; Download Solutions To Paper 1 Halliburton Aptitude Test Questions and Answers 2022. April 9, 2022. Dragnet
Past Questions and Answers 2022. April 9, 2022 ... There are two methods of payment for your past questions and answers. They are using the download link on the site and bank transfer. ... ©2020 Past Question & Answers a Subsidiary of Silicon Africa Technologies Ltd ... These Questions are frequently asked in all Exams. Model quiz for all types of
exames. This part contains Technical Interview Questions, General Knowledge, General English, General Science, General Awareness, Computer Knowledge, English Language, Puzzles, Aptitude, Verbal and Non Verbal Reasoning and Verbal Ability for various competitive Exams. 07.03.2022 · XAT 2023 exam will have 101 questions: 100 MCQs from 4
sections- Decision making (21), Verbal & Logical Ability (26), Quantitative Ability & Data Interpretation (28), General Knowledge (25), and 1 subjective-type question in the essay writing section. The duration of the exam will be 190 minutes. Check XAT 2023 Exam Pattern 05.07.2020 · Aptitude testing may involve a handwritten (paper and pencil)
assessment or, more commonly now, be held online. Aptitude tests are designed to measure a number of factors and may be a general cognitive ability assessment that has a broad range of topics or subject-specific focused questions. Learn and practice GK,TET, Aptitude questions and answers with explanation for interview, competitive examination
and entrance test. Infosys Aptitude Questions and Answers can be found here on the Infosys Question Aptitude dashboard, now also known as Mathematical Ability Round.. Here you will find Similar Pattern Questions of Previous Year Papers of Infosys Quantitative Test and we have also updated the Infosys Aptitude Test Syllabus with the latest
pattern and information that will help you crack … 18.01.2022 · Mixture and Alligation is one most important topic for bank exams, 1 to 2 questions have been seen in Bank PO Prelims exams. Here at Smartkeeda, you will get Mixture and Alligation PDF with Tricks to Solve Fast. Solving Mixture and Alligation is basically based on practice as much
you will practice different types of questions that much will be familiar to … Quantitative Aptitude Topic wise Questions and Answers Download Free PDF. Quant Topic wise Questions and Answers PDF for Banking, Insurance i.e. IBPS, SBI, RRB PO & Clerk, SSC, Railways & other competitive exams. ... EBook 2020 (New) RBI Grade B Economic &
Social Issues (ESI) EBook 2019-20 (New) ... Rajasthan Patwar General Knowledge (GK) Book ... Civil Engineering : Surveying QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS :: part1 : 1 to 5. Following Civil Engineering Multiple choice objective type questions and answers will help you in BSNL JTO, GATE 2021 and IES 2021 examinations : Aptitude Preparation:Here
you can find Aptitude Questions and Answers with explanations for Quantitative Aptitude, Logical Reasoning, Verbal Ability & Data Interpretation so that candidate can learn,practice & improve their skills to crack all types of interviews, placements, entrance test, competitive examination,objective type, multiple choice & Computers sections in …
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